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WELCOME AND OVERVIEW
Hospitals and healthcare organizations are obligated by the communities they serve to
continuously deliver care and critical services, especially during emergencies. Effective
operational continuity plans assist these organizations in maintaining normal and essential
operations during altered or emergency circumstances. The following document, Operational
Profile Template – Continuity of Operations (COOP), was written by the Emergency
Management team at Children’s Hospital Colorado (CHCO) in collaboration with over 200 CHCO
managers. It was designed to serve as a resource for healthcare facilities as they begin to
develop or enhance existing Continuity of Operations (COOP) plans.
This document is based on lessons learned from previous continuity events at Children’s
Hospital Colorado and at various other healthcare facilities, and was created to guide
emergency managers through the operational profile interview (business impact analysis)
process. It was developed to capture both clinical and non-clinical data utilizing an all-hazards
approach. The Operational Profile Template (OPT) was written utilizing traditional concepts of
Business Continuity Planning (BCP); however, some terminology was intentionally renamed to
minimize confusion and align with leadership terminology at CHCO. This template will require
adjustments in order to meet the specific needs of a facility. The sections should be customized
according to the healthcare facility and/or coalition in regard to the timelines, risk ratings,
definitions, etc.
We hope you find the COOP OPT as a valuable tool which will advance the development and
comprehensive understanding of operations within your facility. It should also be helpful in
planning your response to downtime and recovery incidents by aiding with the thought process
required to extract relevant operational data.

TARGET AUDIENCE
This OPT was written for an Emergency Manager with intermediate understanding of
emergency management planning and operational knowledge. The OPT is applicable to any
healthcare agency or provider regardless of size and location. This includes but is not limited
to: hospitals, long term care, critical access, acute care, clinics, home health, hospice, etc.
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DEVELOPING A COOP PLAN
CHCO defines COOP as an initiative to ensure that all departments, at the modality level, are
able to continue operation of their essential functions under a broad range of circumstances.
To achieve the goal of developing a comprehensive COOP plan, Emergency Management used a
variety of resources, techniques, and approaches to complete over 380 OPTs. Many of the
lessons learned are noted throughout this document. The most significant lesson learned while
developing the CHCO COOP plan was identifying and the need for and gaining executive and
senior leader support. If senior leadership does not understand nor support the program and
creation of a COOP plan, short cuts may be taken and data collected will be inaccurate or
difficult to sustain. With competing organizational priorities, obtaining senior leadership
support may be a challenge in itself. The authors of the OPT strongly encourage
communicating the importance of the COOP program to these leaders through the creation and
presentation of a business case.
Integrating a COOP program into a healthcare environment can feel overwhelming to even the
most experienced emergency manager, as there are limited healthcare specific planning
resources and tools. When developing a COOP plan, Emergency Managers have a variety of
options available including purchasing “canned” programs, hiring consultants, working with
healthcare coalition partners, or building the program internally. Whichever option is chosen,
careful planning is essential for success. The following sections were designed to assist in
program development and justification.

COOP Benefits
There are a multitude of benefits associated with COOP planning. Among those is the
advantage of having coordinated emergency management plans. Plans that are coordinated
and exercised often should allow staff to feel comfortable with their response during an actual
event. Without coordinated planning, unexpected incidents could disrupt or cease healthcare
operations; potentially jeopardizing patients, staff, and the community. For smaller agencies,
emergency incidents can be even more detrimental due to decreased bed capacity, staffing,
and resource limitations.
The following benefits were identified during the Operational Profile interview and are
enclosed for your reference.
o
o
o
o
o

Competitive Advantage
Ability to Rapidly Assess Operational Impact of Downtime
Improved Response = Faster Recovery
Operational Efficiency
Sustainability – Succession Planning
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Risk Identification and Reduction
Reduced Insurance Premiums
Leadership Engagement
Back up of Critical Documents
Identification of Alternate Care Locations
Standardized Downtime Procedures
Coordinated Emergency Management Plans
Quantitative Analytics

Implementation Steps
CHCO recommends taking the following steps to facilitate COOP planning. A facility may wish
to add or change steps as necessary, based on its system or facility needs.
1. Research available COOP materials and identify potential resources/partners.
2. Create a steering committee.
3. Develop a COOP plan and implementation strategy.
4. Develop an operational profile (business impact analysis) interview tool.
5. Conduct manager interviews.
6. Identify and interview departments where “bucket” data can be collected.
7. Integrate operational profiles and bucket data into a relational database.
8. Test/modify the COOP plan.
9. Reevaluate COOP and integrate with other systems.

Integration with the Emergency Operations Plan (EOP)
There is a symbiotic relationship between COOP planning and the Emergency Operations Plan
(EOP). CHCO uses a model of a tree with its root system to demonstrate the connection
between the EOP and COOP. COOP provides the root system from which the EOP (tree) grows
and sustains. There are four main branches in the EOP (tree) which represent the four phases of
emergency management (mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery). The root system,
(COOP), is more complicated and is represented by the myriad of COOP components. The EOP
and COOP function best when working together. The stronger the COOP root system, the
stronger the branches of the EOP.
To further strengthen the connection, additional critical Emergency Management pillars are
integrated. Pillars include: annual/quarterly reports, hazard vulnerability assessments, after
action reports, inventories, policies/procedures, and healthcare coalitions.

Integration with Information Technology Disaster Recovery (IT DR)
Information Technology (IT) is an infrastructure component whose interruption of service or
loss of data can lead to a significant operational impact. To ensure operational continuity, most
IT departments have a Disaster Recovery (DR) plan built around BCP. Since BCP and COOP are
7

similar, integration between the programs can be achieved with minimal effort. The most
critical section in the IT DR plan is the DR planning map. The map prioritizes infrastructure and
applications based on a criticality rating. Often, the ratings are conducted by IT with limited
input from the end users. It’s important to note that IT needs to develop a risk rating which is
relevant to their operations. Input on application ratings from affected areas is important and
should be gathered through a secondary assessment provided by COOP planning. If the
application ratings are available prior to the COOP operational profile interview, it is an
opportune time to validate DR risk ratings.

Competing Programs
COOP, BCP, Continuity of Government (COG), and IT DR are proactive programs focused on
maintaining essential functions and disaster recovery. When building a COOP program, the
Emergency Manager should utilize the planning elements from each program applicable to the
facility specific objectives. Similarities between the four include a focus on maintaining essential
functions, focus on disaster recovery, and assistance in recovery operations. There are
significant differences between the four programs that should be further studied and
considered during implementation regardless of agency focus (governmental, private, and nonprofit).

Phased Approach
The following phased approach, implementation steps, and downtime/recovery planning
templates are provided as a starting point for healthcare facilities and should be customized as
appropriate. More advanced components (vendor management, crisis communications,
coordination with external agencies, etc.) of COOP should be included/integrated as time
permits.
Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Program design, development, and data collection
- Common stopping point for many healthcare facilities
- Testing/drilling limited to quality and scope of data collected
Relational database design, development, and training
- Requires significant resources and facility commitment
- Custom approach – few external healthcare specific resources
COOP program review, testing, and system integration
- Integration with other internal data driven systems
- Comprehensive drills/after action reports
Healthcare Coalition COOP
- Requires all partners to have a baseline COOP
- Requires extensive understanding of COOP and healthcare coalitions
- Data must be in a consistent/standardized format
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PROGRAM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND DATA COLLECTION
COOP Steering Committee
To ensure proper structure and leadership in the development of a COOP plan, CHCO
recommends the creation of a COOP Steering Committee. The steering committee should be
comprised of a diverse team of leaders who understand operations, business continuity, and
risk. Potential committee members may include representatives from: clinical, facilities, lab,
radiology, risk, information technology, compliance, and business operations.
Tip: Successful COOP programs take advantage of internal processes and manager expertise.
Remember, organizing and developing a COOP program is a journey that will require
perseverance and patience.

Operational Profile
The OPT is similar to the Business Impact Analysis (BIA) tool developed for BCP; however, the
OPT provides a more detailed assessment of operations. Operational profiles assist the Incident
Commander, managers, and senior leadership in the vital decision-making processes that occur
during a time when an adverse event is impacting operations. A well-constructed operational
profile provides the opportunity to conduct in-depth evaluations on the department level
operations; the results of which may be used to minimize downtime during an adverse event
for both small scale and large scale events.

Modality Driven
A modality driven approach was selected by CHCO as it provides the organization with
comprehensive understanding of operations. For example, Radiology may develop multiple
COOP operational profiles. This allows the manager to understand the operational impact if a
portion of the department is down (i.e. MRI, CT, and X-Ray). COOPs may also be rolled into one
department or segments by combining the individual operational profiles. A modality-driven
approach is not required but strongly encouraged as the following benefits may be realized:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Detailed understanding of operations and interdependencies.
Ability to make timely data-driven decisions.
Comprehensive listing of Essential Functions.
Sustainability plan for leadership.
Improved Emergency Management response.
Ability to combine modalities to narrow a response to affected areas.

There is no need to prepare the interviewees, as they should possess all of the intellectual
knowledge required for the completion their profile template. Visualize COOP planning as a
guided critical thinking exercise that develops a blueprint of the departmental functions and
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interconnections within the facility; any information that is not readily available may be added
during the final review. It is likely that many people will have some trepidation of the OPT
process and will need to be reassured of the outcome.
Tip: Prior interviewer training may be helpful to assist with answering questions.
Tip: Be vigilant to identify COOP trends during the interview process. Issues with downtime
and recovery procedures are common trends.

Downtime and Recovery Planning
Downtime -Throughout the operational profile interview process, the concept of downtime
was often associated with an IT failure. The true meaning of downtime is the period of time
in which anything, including building system failures, communication outages, vital
equipment or processes, are not in operation or not functioning as normal.
Downtime represents anything that could affect operations such as IT, utilities, and patient
care processes. It’s critical that the facility adopt and convey a broader definition prior to
conducting the operational profile interviews, as a lack of downtime procedures has been
identified as a significant operational risk. Facilities should also consider adding downtime
as a strategic initiative as part of organizational planning.
Recovery - Returning to normal operations as quickly as possible is the primary goal of
recovery. A common mistake is waiting to begin the recovery process until the event is
over. In actuality, recovery starts as soon as the event begins. Recovery operations may
involve implementing several components including: contractor remediation, facilities
construction, demolition, renovation, utilizing downtime procedures, alternate care sites,
etc.
Downtime and Recovery Relationship – There is a strong connection between downtime and
recovery as it is difficult to recover properly without having strong downtime procedures.
While conducting the OPT interviews, it would not be unusual to note a lack of formalized
(documented) downtime and recovery procedures.
CHCO utilized the following steps to assist in developing a downtime and recovery team:
1. Ensure senior leadership support as the scope of the team may surpass available
resources
2. Develop a team charter including scope, team members, and workgroups
3. Identify teams who may already be working on parts of downtime and recovery
4. Select team members with the authority to make change
5. Agree on meeting frequency and reporting structure
6. Quarterly updates to senior leadership
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Five critical workgroups
Five critical workgroups were created to support the downtime and recovery team. A facility
may wish to use similar workgroups to help guide downtime and recovery planning processes.
1. Communications – Focuses on all aspects of communications. Including redundant lines
of communication, internal/external messaging, two way radios, mass notification
systems, etc.
2. Forms – Reviews existing documents and develops standardized downtime and recovery
forms. The workgroup evaluates all clinical information needs and ensures the
information is readily available in paper and electronic form.
3. Utilities – Ensures departments have utility related downtime and recovery procedures
developed and that they are tested through exercise.
4. Policy/Procedure – Evaluates all policies and procedures to ensure consistency and
eliminate redundancy. Facility-wide policies should not be rewritten into department
level policies - the department should have specific response procedures built off
system wide policies to ensure they are able to respond effectively to an event.
5. IT DR – Assesses the IT infrastructure to ensure applications can be recovered in a timely
manner. The team should also evaluate changes to the IT DR program elements which
may have an impact on COOP initiatives. All critical IT applications should have written
downtime and recovery procedures.

RELATIONAL DATABASE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND TRAINING
Supporting/Existing Data
The completion of operational profiles is not a comprehensive COOP program but rather one
part of a larger picture, consisting of volumes of data which affect day to day and emergency
operations. “Buckets” of other data are necessary to complete a comprehensive COOP plan
(See Appendices for examples of additional data buckets).
Data buckets should be pulled from existing data without excessive programming. Begin
identifying data buckets by meeting with department leaders who have access to the data that
will support the COOP plan. Critical questions to ask include:
o
o
o
o
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What information is needed in order to assist with recovery?
What data exists that is easily obtainable?
Who owns the data?
How do we sustain the data collection process?

Relational Database
A process should be developed to bring all available data into one location. While there are
many ways to achieve this, CHCO is pursuing the development of a relational database. A
relational database can quickly index, sort, and access multiple data sources. Healthcare
facilities may choose to build their own or contract with a third party. Either way, there are
constraints to developing a relational database; Including, access to content experts, funding,
leadership support, time, resources, and organizational priority.

Data Management and Training
Data should be collected and organized to not only assist the Incident Commander during an
event but to support daily operations. The data is essentially a blueprint for how the
department operates and should be mined for redundancy and efficiency. For example, having
a documented list of interdependencies will assist communications to both internal and
external audiences during downtime. Instead of asking “whom do we have to notify?” staff can
communicate immediately.
Appropriate staff should be trained to routinely access and analyze the data. The more
comfortable staff are with the process, the more effective it will be during an emergency.
Training also reinforces the need for and availability of the data prior to an event.

How the data is used during an event
The information collected between the OPT and data buckets can be very useful during Incident
Command discussions as the data is readily available. The information assists the Incident
Command team by providing a better understanding of affected operations. Appendix A
provides a sample scenario along with a list of questions that may be asked and where the
information can be found.

COOP PROGRAM REVIEW, TESTING, AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Once the OPTs and COOP plan have been completed, a healthcare facility needs to transition
into a cycle of review, testing, and system integration.

Review and Testing
The COOP documents should be exercised to improve organizational understanding of response
procedures and identify opportunities or areas for improvement. The extent to which a
healthcare facility reviews and tests their COOP documents is often driven by accreditation or
regulatory requirements. CHCO has adopted a philosophy of conducting micro and macro
exercises spread out over a three year period. This allows for training, education, and program
improvement after each exercise. Micro drills are department specific and focus on the OPTs
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while macro drills are multi-departmental or building related and focus on both OPT data and
Incident Command.

Exercises and Drills
In order to effectively demonstrate mastery over the plans and procedures in place and to
ensure all staff have an understanding of their appropriate response procedures, each plan
should be exercised. There are multiple ways to test a plan, and the following graph explains
what each exercise type is, and why it is effective. Exercise form adapted from Homeland
Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) materials.

Type of Exercise

Why it is Effective

Workshop or
Seminar
Discussion
Based
Exercises

Operations
Based
Exercises

Not a traditional exercise, this type of event allows the
facility to discuss existing plans (or the need for plans) and
determine responses. A workshop should be used to
enhance or build plans with organization leadership, and
should assist the facility in discussing what needs to occur
during a response.
Tabletop Exercise Allows everyone to discuss what they believe the plan states,
(TTX)
and determine the best method for response. Low pressure,
no fault discussion based environment. No actual operations
or response takes place; all the steps are discussed and
evaluated.
Drill
Drills allow us to focus in on and test one component or one
function of a plan. During a drill we can examine one process
in depth, and evaluate the effectiveness of response.
Functional
A functional exercise is operations based, meaning actual
Exercise
people and things are coordinated or activated.
Communications and coordination of resources are usually
the focus of a functional exercise.
Full Scale Exercise Full scale exercises should be the last exercise that takes
place, after all staff have been trained on the plan and it has
been testing using one of the previous methods, following
the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program’s
building block approach. Full scale exercises involve multiple
partners (as appropriate) and encourage everyone to
“respond” as they would during an actual incident, utilizing
available plans and information.

Exercise Evaluation
By closely evaluating the responses during an exercise, organizations can pinpoint areas for
improvement. Evaluation assists in identifying areas of less capability, which can enhance future
planning efforts. The exercise evaluation should be performed by evaluators familiar with current
plans and procedures, so appropriate actions can be verified, and incorrect responses corrected.
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System Integration
The OPTs and supporting bucket data should have generated a significant volume of
operational data useful in improving efficiency. There may now be an opportunity to enhance
the effectiveness of the COOP program by identifying other applications which could be
integrated into an operational dashboard. Conversely, some of the COOP data may be added
to existing dashboards.

HEALTHCARE COALITION COOP
A Healthcare Coalition (HCC) is a group of community and healthcare partners who meet
regularly to plan and train on emergency management related issues which may affect the
community or broader region. These partnerships are effective during response as plans have
already been established and vetted with all of the response agencies. Partnership with HCC
members should also aid in the development of a standardized and integrated COOP plan.
Standardization between healthcare facilities is critical if COOP plans are intended to be shared
or compiled into a coalition-wide COOP plan. Critical HCC questions to consider when
developing a plan:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How do we get agencies in the HCC to complete COOP?
How do you integrate multiple COOP formats?
How does COOP relate to ESF 8?
How does ESF 8 use COOP in an emergency?
What information can/should be shared?
Who has access to the data?
What will you do with the data?
Can we integrate before all agencies have a COOP?

Value of HCC COOP
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deeper understanding of each agency
CHVA – Joint Risk Assessment
Alternate Care Location identification across jurisdiction
Joint training and exercise opportunities
Strengthened community partnerships
Resource availability
System approach
Devolution
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GLOSSARY
Bucket Data: Data available in applications which could be used to support COOP planning
initiatives.
Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment (CHVA): Detailed evaluation of probable
risk/events which could impact your facility. If conducted properly, the results identify gaps
in the four phases of emergency management (mitigation, preparedness, response, and
recovery) planning and are used to understand where to focus limited resources.
Continuity of Operations (COOP): An initiative to ensure that all departments, at the modality
level, are able to continue operation of their Essential Functions under a broad range of
circumstances.
Critical Authorizations: Authorizations, that if not completed could significantly inhibit or close
operations if not approved in a timely manner.
Devolution: The ability of a facility or department to hand off essential functions when they
can no longer be maintained.
Delegations of Authority: Decision-making authority that is handed off when the responsible
party is unavailable.
Diversion Point (DP): Amount of time the essential function can sustain before having to divert
patients out of the system.
Downtime: The period of time when something, such as a building system failure, aspect, or
process that contributes to the essential function is not in operation.
Essential Function: The fundamental role(s) that a department fulfills within the context of
facility operations.
Failure Point (FP): Amount of time the essential function can sustain in a decreased capacity
before a critical issue or failure occurs.
Function Priority: The importance of the essential function to department operations.
Healthcare Coalition (HCC): A collaborative network of healthcare organizations and their
respective public and private sector response partners that serve as a multiagency
coordinating group to assist with preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation. U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
Impact: The consequences, either tangible or intangible, of the action or influence upon
another.
Infrastructure: The basic physical and organizational structures needed for the operation of the
facility.
15

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): Agreement between parties to provide or share
resources during an event.
Minimum Level of Service: The minimum level of service (processes) which must be maintained
in downtime to support operations.
Process: The various pieces and/or variables that support the department’s ability to fulfill the
fundamental role(s).
Recovery: The processes and procedures followed to return to normal operations and then
return to a normal state.
Risk: A probability or threat of damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other negative occurrence.
Vital Records: Records critical to the ongoing operations of the facility. Includes but not
limited to; patient records, contracts, agreements, staff information, etc.

Operational Profile Template
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OPERATIONAL PROFILE TEMPLATE

The enclosed Operational Profile Template (OPT) takes each COOP segment and explains the
purpose, relevance, Interview Example or Sample Question(s), and the connection to the EOP
as applicable. Each segment should be evaluated to determine relevance and applicability to
the organization. Sample data is italicized and shaded in each segment. The COOP segment
also references the page number on the Sample OPT.
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OPERATIONAL PROFILE FORMAT
The format of the OPT is divided into four sections to facilitate user understanding of the OPT
interview process.

a. Purpose
The purpose of this section is to help the user understand what information is being
collected.

b. Relevance
The purpose of the relevance section is to help the user understand why the information is
being collected.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
The purpose of the Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command section is to help the
user understand possible connections to the EOP and/or how Incident Command may use
the data during an event.

d. Interview Example(s)
The purpose of the Interview Example section is to provide the user with examples or
questions designed to solicit a standard/consistent response from the person being
interviewed.

NOTES AND TIPS
Throughout the OPT, users will find notes and tips designed to provide further insight into the
COPP interview process. Notes are relevant to the development/structure of the form/process
while tips are thoughts, ideas, or lessons CHCO learned while completing the COOP interviews.

Operational Profile Template
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DEMOGRAPHICS
a. Purpose
Collect demographic information about the department.

b. Relevance
Documenting the demographic information such as the location, building, and floor where
departments are stationed allows for an expedited analysis and compilation of impacted
department(s). Data could also be used to assist in sorting in a relational database.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Communications/incident notification, incident command decisionmaking – NIMS, and downtime/recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team may use demographic
information to understand the location of the affected areas, assist with communications,
and where to target finite resources.

d. Interview Example(s)
We are conducting an in-depth evaluation of the department level operations to facilitate
strategic continuity of operations (COOP) planning. To achieve the goal of continuity, an
operational profile is being developed via interviews and data collection. Profiles will be
used to assist and inform the Incident Commander, manager, and leadership while making
critical decisions during an adverse event that impacts operations. Where is your
department located (building and floor)?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 68)
Enter demographic data related to the department.
Name of Department(s): Emergency Department

Revision Date:

Department Number(s):

Creation Date:

Approved By:

EM Approved:

Reviewed By:
Location(s)

Main Campus
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Building

Tower

Floor(s)

1

st

PROCESS/SERVICE
a. Purpose
Provide an overview and/or summary of the department’s operations. Data may include a
description of the service line, the unit of service, the target population, scope of services
offered, and the department’s service delivery requirements.

b. Relevance
Capturing an overview of the department processes/services provides leadership with a
general understanding of the individual department’s mission, purpose, and scope.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS.
Connection to Incident Command: Not all leadership staff understand the processes and
services offered in every department. Data collected in this section provides the Incident
Commander with insight into the mission, purpose, and scope of the department.

d. Interview Example(s)
Are you aware of all of the departments/areas in a facility, building, wing, floor, etc.? Can
you name all of the departments in a given location and what they do?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 68)
Provide an overview of the department/site function.
o Insert Scope of Service or other relevant documentation

Note: The scope of service document, if applicable, is an excellent starting point.
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HOURS OF OPERATION
a. Purpose
Record the hours of operation for a department including the on-call hours, if applicable.

b. Relevance
This section allows leadership to capture important variances in the hours of operation
between departments that may otherwise be overlooked or unanticipated. The hours of
operation provide a starting point for critical responses such as rescheduling and
notification requirements. Prior documentation provides the ability for an accelerated
response.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS.
Connection to Incident Command: The hours of operation data collected assists the
Incident Command team to prioritize the operational impact based on time.

d. Interview Example(s)
If an entire floor or building is affected by an event, leadership will need to be aware of
each department’s hours of operation. There are many departments/units that may
operate on different hours or different days of the week (for example, 9a-5p M/W, 6a-3p
M-F, and/or on-call hours).

COOP Segment – (Pg. 68)
What hours are you regularly staffed? What are your on-call hours? Which days of the week
are you closed for business? Which observed holiday(s) are you closed for business? Provide a
list of all operational hours including on call.
o 24 x 7; 7 days a week
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ORDERS OF SUCCESSION
a. Purpose
Understand leadership orders of succession in the event that department leadership is
unavailable during an event. For example, if a senior leader is unavailable, which position
steps in to support them?

a. Relevance
Orders of succession during an event assist the organization in having a continuity of
leadership structure. With one position unavailable, another position should have the ability
to step in and support. The person should have sufficient knowledge and authority to step
in during an emergency.

b. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Communications/incident notification, incident command decisionmaking – NIMS
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to ensure continuity of leadership in the event department leadership is unavailable.

c. Interview Example(s)
In the event that department leadership is unavailable during an event, who can step in to
support the position?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 68)
To whom (leadership position title) do you report to? To whom does that position report to?
Does the position receiving the authority have competencies completed? Are there any critical
responsibilities that should be noted?
From - Leadership
Position (Title)
Director of EM

To - Successor (Title)
Emergency Manager

Competency
Responsibilities
Required?
Y
None

Notes:

Note: When completing the orders of succession, at least three positions should be identified.
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DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
a. Purpose
Identify who has the authority to make decisions in the absence of department leadership.
This includes the individual(s) or position(s) serving as back up for critical authorizations in
addition to any competencies that are required to do so. Competencies may include
measurable or observable knowledge and skills to ensure proper authorization.

b. Relevance
This section allows for the department leader to designate who is next in line to approve
decisions and/or tasks and specify what criterion is necessary to qualify for designation.
Forethought pertaining to the individuals who are qualified and capable of making critical
authorizations for a specific department/unit is essential for continuity of operations.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to ensure critical authorizations are made in the event a department leader is unavailable.

d. Interview Example(s)
Before designating anyone, think about the various critical authorizations that arise within
the department, that if not completed and approved in a timely manner, could significantly
inhibit or close down operations. Authorizations and decision making authority pertain only
to the scope of service for this particular department/unit. Specify if the individual receiving
authority has completed the requirements/training of the necessary competencies in order
to fulfill this role.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 69)
Are there any critical authorizations necessary for the operation of the department? What are
they and who is next in line to approve? Authorizations must be within the scope of practice.
Does the position receiving the authority have competencies completed?
Authorizations
Kronos (Time Card) Approval

Notes:
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Position(s) Receiving Authority
Department Manager

Competency
Required?
No

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
a. Purpose
Identify the essential function(s) within a department. An essential function is the main
reason that the department exists; in other words, the sum of the department’s operational
processes. (See definition of essential function pg. 15)

b. Relevance
Once essential functions are identified and rated, the data is used to assist leadership
during the recovery process. Instead of prioritizing a department based on its title, the
essential functions within each affected department are prioritized. This allows leadership
to focus on priorities having the greatest operational impact.
Each essential function is rated based on time, risk, infrastructure, and function. They are
further subdivided through different lenses; (failure point (FP), diversion point (DP),
department, senior leadership, and facilities operations) so the essential function may be
prioritized based on an event.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Communications, maintaining clinical and nonclinical activities,
privileging, and downtime/recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to prioritize which essential functions should be recovered first. This process provides a
quantitative approach to the decision making process.

d. Interview Example(s)
It is useful to think of the department as the title of a book. The chapters are the functions
of the department and the processes are the pages that fill the chapter(s). As an example,
the title (department) of our book will be the Emergency Department. The essential
function(s) (chapters) of the Emergency Department are triage, assess, and stabilize; all of
the numerous processes that take place within an emergency department in order to
perform these essential function(s) fall under the chapters of triage, assess, and stabilize.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 69)
What is the main role(s) of the department? Why does your department exist? What is your
main function? Visualize your department as the title of a book. What are the chapters
(functions) that all processes would fall under? The function is a sum of the processes.

Essential Function
Triage, Medical Screening,
and Exam (MSE) patients

Time

Risk

Infrastructure

Function

(0 Min – 90 Days)
Failure
Diversion
Point (FP) Point (DP)

(1 High – 4 Low)
Senior
Dept
Lead.

(1 High – 4 Low)
Fac.
Senior
Ops
Lead.

(1 High – 4 Low)

4 hrs

90 days

1

1

1

Priority

1

1

Notes (Explanation, if necessary, for the ratings noted above)
FP DP -

Note: The notes section (FP- and DP-) are provided to explain and/or justify the selected point.
Note: Senior leader rating is completed by the senior leader of the particular area while the
facility operations rating is completed by facility operations leadership.
Tip: Distinguishing between functions and processes can be a disconcerting process which
takes time, training, and practice.
Tip: When using this data, it is strongly encouraged to have affected department leadership in
the decision-making process.
Tip: Essential functions should be rated through a variety of lenses. Each healthcare facility
has to determine the relevance and application of the data collected.
Tip: In some circumstances, it may make sense to add critical processes to assist in
understanding the operational impact. This form could be expanded to capture essential
processes.

The following sections involve an assessment of the time, risk, infrastructure, and function of
each essential function.
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Time
Once an essential function has been identified, it’s important to understand the operational
impact of time. The facility must determine the operational timeframe from which to base its
COOP planning initiatives. For example, zero minutes to ninety days was selected to limit the
planning/recovery process. Data collected will:
o Assist leadership in understanding the point in which operations will be significantly
impacted due to a loss of the essential unction(s).
o Provide an initial prioritization of the essential function(s).
o Assist the Incident Commander through efficient decision-making.
o Provide a timeline for diversion activities.
o Assist the Emergency Manager in targeting limited resources (mitigation and
preparedness activities).
Time
(0 Min – 90 Days)
Failure
Point (FP)

4 hrs

Diversion
Point (DP)

90 days

Note: Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objectives (RPO) are commonly used
in COOP planning but have been replaced as part of this model with Failure Point and
Diversion Point.
Note: Each healthcare facility should define its own time frame relative to operational impact.
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Failure Point
a. Purpose
Identify the failure point for each essential function. The failure point is an assessment of
the amount of time the department can sustain each function before there is a critical issue
or failure during downtime.

b. Relevance
Identification of a failure point assists leadership in understanding the point in which
operations will be significantly impacted due to a loss of the essential function. Identified
time ranges can be sorted to assist prioritization during recovery.
It should be noted that a zero minute failure point does not necessarily mean that the
essential function is critical to operations. The essential function must be interpreted based
on the event and other organizational priorities.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS, maintaining clinical
activities, and downtime/recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to prioritize the essential functions based on when the essential function would fail. The
results are a starting point for Incident Command discussion.

d. Interview Example(s)
A critical impact rating conveys that the loss of the particular function will result in
immediate changes to the operation and require immediate decision-making. Accordingly, a
low impact rating conveys that the loss of a particular function will not have an immediate
operational impact which allows for a longer time frame before critical decision making
must occur.
How much time can you survive on downtime procedures before you have a critical issue or
failure? (0 min – 90 days)
Time Frame
0 min – 4 hours
4 hours – 1 day
1 day – 1 week
> 1 week – 90 days

Operational Impact
Critical - Immediate changes to operations and decision making required
High operational impact with priority decision making
Medium operational impact with delayed decision making
Low operational impact with longer term decision making

o The zero minute to 90 day time range was selected to limit the planning/recovery
process.
Note: Downtime has multiple definitions and should be defined by the COOP Steering Team.
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Diversion Point
a. Purpose
Identify a point in time, if the impact on operations has not been resolved, that the facility
would need to divert patients out of the system. Out of the system means that patients
would have to be diverted to other healthcare providers/facilities.

b. Relevance
Healthcare facilities need to understand the point in which the failure of an essential
function will require diverting patients to another healthcare facility outside of the system.
Smaller healthcare facilities may have to divert out of the system sooner due to limited
resources; larger facilities may have resources available at nearby locations within their own
system. Diverting patients out of the system may have a significant operational/financial
impact.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS, maintaining clinical
activities, medical triage, patient tracking & rapid discharge plan, evacuation, and
downtime/recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to prioritize the essential functions based on when it may be necessary to divert patients
out of the system. The Planning Chief could use the minimal acceptable level of service with
essential staffing data to develop an interim strategy to avoid diversion and aid in recovery.

d. Interview Example(s)
A critical impact rating conveys that the loss of the particular function will result in
immediate changes to the operation/diversion and immediate decision making will be
required. Accordingly, a low impact rating conveys that the loss of a particular function will
not have an immediate operational impact therefore, allow for a longer time frame before a
critical decision and/or diversion must occur.
How much time can you function before having to divert patients out of the system? (0
min – 90 days)
Note: The diversion point cannot be less than the failure point as you would never divert
before reaching the point of failure.
Tip: Diversion holds a negative connotation in some healthcare facilities and can be a catalyst
for discussing creative options to keep services internally.
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Risk/Infrastructure
Essential functions can be evaluated through a myriad of lenses to assist in prioritization during
an event. Rating the Risk and Infrastructure separately through two different lenses provides a
unique perspective in prioritizing essential functions. By definition, Risk ratings take into
account the probability or threat of damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other negative
occurrence. Whereas, Infrastructure ratings take into account the needs of the facility and are
often based on the availability of utilities and building structure which support basic physical
operational needs.
Risk

Infrastructure

(1 High – 4 Low)

(1 High – 4 Low)

Dept
1

Senior
Lead.
1

Fac.
Ops
1

Senior
Lead.
1

Level of Risk
a. Purpose
Develop a risk rating system that incorporates the department, senior leadership, and
facilities input on the evaluation of the risk for each function. The risk rating pertains to the
level of risk for the department due to loss of the essential function.

b. Relevance
Rating the level of risk of each essential function through several lenses provides various
perspectives through which a scenario can be viewed, assessed, and addressed by
leadership and/or the Incident Commander. The ratings can be used to prioritize which
essential functions are most critical to recover.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, and the Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment (CHVA).
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to prioritize the essential functions based on the level of risk to the department and senior
leadership. The infrastructure risk assesses risk from the facilities and senior leadership
perspectives.
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d. Interview Example(s)
A critical risk rating conveys that the loss of the particular function will result in an
immediate impact to the operation and immediate decision making will be required.
Accordingly, a low risk rating conveys that the loss of a particular function will not have an
immediate operational impact therefore, allow for a longer time frame before a critical
decision must occur.
How would you rate the level of risk for the essential function if you were to lose the essential
function?
Risk (Patient - Department - System) – Samples

1

Department
Sentinel event
Department closed
Patient diversion

Significant adverse outcome
Major operational impact
Patients diverted within the
2
facility

Moderate adverse outcome
Moderate operational impact
3 Rescheduling of patients

Minor adverse outcome
Minimal operational impact
4 No patient scheduling impact

Senior Leadership
Sentinel event
Department closed
Patient diversion
Major financial impact
Unable to relocate services
Significant adverse outcome
Major operational impact
Patients diverted within the
facility
Moderate financial impact
Significant relocation issues
Moderate adverse outcome
Moderate operational impact
Rescheduling of patients
Minor financial impact
Moderate relocation issues
Minor adverse outcome
Minimal operational impact
No patient scheduling impact
No financial impact
Minimal relocation issues

Facilities Operations
Critical priority infrastructure –
Required to support basic
physical, operational, and
Essential Functions (physical –
generator power, potable water,
etc.)
High priority infrastructure Required to support critical
department Essential Functions
(i.e. HVAC, negative pressure
rooms, medical gas, etc.)
Medium priority infrastructure Required to support department
Essential Functions (card access,
CCTV, tube system, sanitation,
etc.)
Low priority infrastructure Required for general department
operational needs (key access,
door alarms, temperature
checks, etc.)

Note: Risk ratings include clinical and non-clinical examples. Not all of the examples provided
need to apply. The COOP Steering Committee should provide input into the risk rating
system.
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Function Priority
Prioritizing essential functions will assist leadership in understanding the importance of the
essential function on department operations.

a. Purpose
Understand the operational impact of the essential function based on the level of
importance to the department. It also provides the department managers a voice in
prioritizing the essential functions.

b. Relevance
The Function Priority can be referenced to determine if the essential function is critical to
the department recovery. The failure and diversion points may reference a critical rating
which may not reflect the priorities of the department.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, and downtime/
recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to prioritize the essential functions based on the department’s priority. The department
may rate an essential function low as it may not be critical to internal operations.

d. Interview Example(s)
An essential function with a failure point of zero minutes does not imply that essential
function is a high priority for the facility. The functional priority provides a rating based
upon the priority of the essential function within the overall context and/or operations of
the department. Comparison of the failure point to the function priority balances the
critical essential function rating.
How would you rate each essential function based on priority for the department? (1 – Critical,
2 – High, 3 – Moderate, 4 – Low)
Function
(1 High – 4 Low)

Priority
1

Note: Regulations and other patient care requirements may influence this rating.
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MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF SERVICE
a. Purpose
Provide an overview of the minimum level of acceptable services that must be provided by
the department in order to ensure the continuity of operations during downtime event.

b. Relevance
A department impacted by an adverse event may not be capable of providing the full scope
of normal services for a period of time. If the department has preemptively identified the
basic services that must be provided, the hours of operation required to provide the
minimum level of services, and the minimum level of staffing to do so, the proper action
and response rate/time may be accelerated.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, managing clinical
activities, and downtime/recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand what the minimum level of service is necessary to maintain the essential
functions.

d. Interview Example(s)
The minimum level of service in Registration may change based on the processes within the
essential function(s). For example, an essential function of Registration is to register
scheduled and unscheduled patients. The minimum level of service may be reduced to the
manual documentation of the patient’s name, age, and insurance information as well as the
provision of patient identification wrist bands.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 69)
Describe the minimum (reasonable) acceptable level of service to be provided during a building
system downtime. In order to operate, what are the minimal services that are needed? What
services must you provide? What processes need to be in place in order to meet the minimum
needs of the patient population?
o Triage, MSE, and stabilize patients

Note: The minimum level of service may be different from the essential function(s) therefore;
the processes may need to be listed.
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MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE HOURS OF OPERATION
a. Purpose
Provide an outline of the minimum hours of operation necessary to deliver the minimum
acceptable level of service in downtime.

b. Relevance
A department impacted by an adverse event may not be able to provide the full hours of
operation for a period of time. The minimum acceptable hours of operation provides an
estimated period of time required to complete the minimum acceptable level of service.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, and downtime/
recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand what the minimum hours of operation necessary to maintain the minimum
acceptable level of service or essential function. This is particularly important for
departments who share space/resources.

d. Interview Example(s)
Contemplate the longest procedure within this department in regard to the minimum level
of service; time required for processes identified in the minimum level of service; and, how
many anticipated hours of operation would be required to provide the minimum level of
acceptable services. With scaled-back service level and the minimum level of acceptable
service in mind, what is the anticipated minimum level of acceptable hours of operation?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 69)
What are the minimum hours of operation you need in order to safely run your department?
What is your longest procedure? Are on-call hours are required?
o 24 x 7; 7 days a week

Note: Emergency department services, regardless of minimum service provision, may need to
remain 24x7; whereas, Human Resources may only require two to four hours per day to
fulfill the minimum level of acceptable service or essential function.
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STAFFING
a. Purpose
Understand current and projected staffing levels during an adverse event. Essential, nondepartment essential, temporary, volunteer, or other unclassified staff should be included
as they may be necessary for the operation of the department.

b. Relevance
Minimum essential staffing levels suggest the anticipated staffing ratios are required to
provide the minimum acceptable level of service, within the minimum hours of operation,
during an adverse event. Simply stated, this section creates a base line and emergent
staffing model.
Total staffing is calculated based on the number of staff and is often related to the number
of full time employees not Full Time Equivalents (FTEs). The Normal and Emergent ratios
are used for clinical staffing, if applicable. (A staffing ratio is developed based on current
and emergent needs).
The Non-Essential Staffing section was added to ensure other required staff members were
identified if they are integral to the operation of the department. For example, in order to
operate the MRI, staff from other departments, (RN, MD, and Anesthesiologist) may have to
be present.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, incident notification, disaster staffing, responder workforce, emergency
credentialing, critical incident stress debriefing, resources & asset management, personnel
pool, and evacuation.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to assess staffing impact. The Planning Chief could also use the information to determine
baseline staffing and emergency clinical patient care staffing ratios.

d. Interview Example(s)
The total number of staff should be counted not just the FTEs. It is important to have an
accurate number of the total number of impacted employees, even if they are in a
temporary/pool status. The ratios were designed to reflect clinical staffing ratios of normal
and emergent. Emergent ratios staffed up for a maximum of 72 hours.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 70)
Within your department, who is in your budget? What is the minimum number of staff you
need to operate? Would you have to increase staff in the event of downtime? Outside of your
department, what additional staff are routine to operate your department? Do you have a
staffing ratio for nursing positions?

Title

Normal Ratio

Emergent Ratio

Total
Staffing

Minimum
Essential
Staff

Staff

Patient

Staff

Patient

10

8

1

3

1

4

Department Staff
Registered Nurse

Non-Department Essential Staff (Staff required to be on hand in order to function.)
Radiology Technician
3
1
Contracted Essential Staff (Do you have any contracted staff not listed above?)

Volunteer Staff (Do you need Volunteer staff who assist with the Essential Functions?)

o
o
o
o
o

Total staffing is based on total budgeted employees. Round up for part time.
Minimum number of staffing based on an eight hour shift.
Assumption that normal clinical staffing ratio will be returned after 72 hours.
Alternate care site location and patient acuity may impact clinical ratios.
Some departments may increase minimum essential staffing in an adverse event.

Note: Staff may hold licensure or other credentials outside of their primary position.
Note: Several staffing assumptions, listed on the bottom of the form, were developed to focus
staff discussion.
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ADDITIONAL DOWNTIME STAFFING NEEDS AND AVAILABILITY
a. Purpose
Understand the staffing needs of a department during an event. Some departments may
have excess staff would could be automatically reallocated to other departments.
Conversely, there may be departments who need an immediate influx of staff in order to
flex up or sustain operations.

b. Relevance
The ability to flex staffing during an event usually results in the development of a staffing
pool. “All available staff” are asked to report to a designated are often resulting in a
bottleneck of staffing and supplies. By understanding staffing needs and availability, an
interdepartmental response can be achieved as departments could automatically respond.
This process will not supplant the need for a staffing pool, but should considerably reduce
congestion while improving department response.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Disaster staffing and personnel pool.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to help coordinate staffing needs and availability between departments. The Planning and
Logistics Chiefs could use the information to plan future staffing models and reallocate
finite staffing resources.

d. Interview Example(s)
Downtime staffing needs and availability is difficult to manage without a standardized
system to track and organize staff. The ability to have a select percentage of available staff
automatically report to areas that need staffing will greatly impact department response.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 70)
Do you need additional clinical or non-clinical staff to support your downtime operations?
How many staff will be needed? What do you want them to do? Do they have need to have
any special qualifications? How critical are they to maintaining your essential functions? If
you need additional staff, give an estimate of how many.
# Non Role
#Clinical Clinical
Registered Nurse
2

Rating
1
2
3

Special
Qualifications
RN

Critical
(1-3)
1

Operational Impact
Critical - Immediate impact to operations and essential functions
Medium impact to operations, may increase operational impact > 4 hours
Low impact to operations, can continue with minimal disruption

Do you have clinical or non-clinical staff that can be reallocated to support other
departments’ downtime operations? If you don’t need staff, how many staff members could
you give up? Can the staff be used as runners? The goal is to reallocate available staff based
upon need before sending home at a minimum of 50%.
# Non Notes (Any special qualifications?)
#Clinical Clinical
Registered Nurse
2
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Staffing availability based on current staffing level

PATIENT SCHEDULING
a. Purpose
Understand manual versus electronic patient scheduling processes.

b. Relevance
Evaluating the patient scheduling process may identify inconsistencies in scheduling. If an
electronic scheduling system is not utilized, paper records may be hard to obtain if an area
is inaccessible. Data collected could be used to improve operational efficiency. Failure to
notify and reschedule patients during an event may lead to an increase in patient
dissatisfaction, potential adverse outcomes, and market loss.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, and patient tracking & rapid discharge plan.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand how patients are scheduled whether manually or electronically. Additional
resources may be required to assist the patient scheduling process.

d. Interview Example(s)
A backup system may need to be developed for clinical areas not utilizing an electronic
patient scheduling system.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 71)
Describe how the department/site schedules, cancels, and reschedules patient appointments.
Who schedules? Is everything scheduled in an electronic scheduling system?
o All patients are scheduled through EPIC
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RISK – IMPACT TO THE PATIENT, DEPARTMENT OR SYSTEM
a. Purpose
Understand the impact to the patient, department or system if the area is no longer
operational.

b. Relevance
The decision to close or suspend operations may or may not be made with department
leadership involvement, given the totality of the event. This section provides the
department leadership a voice to describe the operational impact/risk.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Ethics, incident Command decision-making – NIMS, and downtime/
recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand the risk to organization if the essential function(s) can no longer be
maintained.

d. Interview Example(s)
What is the operational impact of closing part or all of department operations? Who has
the clinical/non-clinical awareness of the impact? Do the decision makers really understand
what it mean to lose a building, floor, or department?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 71)
Describe the impact to the patient, department, or system of your department not operating?
What does this mean if you are no longer operating?
o Diversion of patients
o Inability to diagnose, treat, and stabilize urgent and emergency patients
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RISK – DEPARTMENT PROCESS DRIVEN RISK ASSESSMENT
a. Purpose
Identification of bottleneck processes, supplies, equipment, etc., that could potentially
impact operations. The goal is to have a plan in place to minimize identified risk.

b. Relevance
This is an opportunity to identify risks which may only be known to the manager. The
collected data should be used to target high-risk issues and eliminate or minimize them
where possible. Risk identification provides the facility additional insight into potential
operational exposure which ultimately leads to faster recovery processes and reduced
financial loss.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, community hazard vulnerability assessment (CHVA), joint risk assessments
(JRA), and facilities risk assessments.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand the risk to department if the essential function(s) can no longer be
maintained.

d. Interview Example(s)
A facility with a single MRI machine may need to have a plan in place to conduct emergent
scans with other equipment or healthcare partners. What bottleneck processes do you
have which do not have a contingency plan?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 71)
What within your department could significantly impact your operations? What within your
department will shut you down? Any processes, equipment, supply, or operations? What do you
know that no one else knows? What don’t you have a backup plan for? Examples: MRI – only
one, key drug – one supplier, human error – uncooked food, utilities – fire extinguishing system.

Risk
Loss of physicians
o

Risk Assessment
Plan in
What is the plan? Do you have any agreements?
Place?
Y

Staffing policy

Flood, fire, staffing, etc., are rated on the Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment (CHVA)
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Tip: Risks such as flood, fire, staffing, etc. should be part of your CHVA and do not need to be
included; think outside the box.
Tip: Extensive mitigation plans/resources may not be needed to address the risk. What
practical approach can be taken?
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Risk – Vital Records
a. Purpose
Ensure that all vital records, including legal documents, are identified and backed up.

b. Relevance
This section provides an opportunity to identify and categorize vital records. All vital
records should be routinely backed up and stored in separate locations to ensure
immediate access during downtime. Compilation of vital records may identify redundant or
conflicting records. Risk Management/Legal Services should be aware of and track all vital
records.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, and resources & asset management.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to ensure that all vital records are backed up.

d. Interview Example(s)
Is there a database of existing legal documents? Paper documents have the potential to be
misplaced or undisclosed during a leadership change.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 71)
Do you have any legal agreements or important documents affecting operations that are not
backed up? (Includes Memorandums of Understanding – MOU)
Description
None

Location of Vital Record
All records in electronic database

Note: This section was designed to capture legal documents which are not in an existing
database.
Tip: Electronic record-keeping is easier to maintain and can be transferred quickly during an
event.
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RISK – OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTIFIED RISKS
a. Purpose
Identification of other risks not categorized elsewhere. (The Community Hazard
Vulnerability Assessment (CHVA) lists additional risks).

b. Relevance
Data in this section is collected to ensure that other potential risks impacting operations are
identified and mitigated.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, and the Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment (CHVA).
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand any other unknown risks to department in order to balance them as part of
the planning and recovery processes.

d. Interview Example(s)
What risks keep you up at night? Do you have a plan in place in the event of…? Are there
any corporate compliance issues?

COOP Segment – (Pg. 72)
What other organizational risks are not listed? I.e. communications plans, etc.
o None. No other organizational risks identified.

Tip: Identification of potential corporate compliance related issues should be immediately
reviewed with your Risk Management/Legal department and/or Corporate Compliance
Officer.
Tip: This is an excellent opportunity to improve communication with staff by listening and
documenting potential risks.
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DEPENDENCIES/RELATIONSHIPS
a. Purpose
Identification of the dependencies and relationships with other departments and external
organizations.

b. Relevance
This section provides a notification (communications) blueprint if the department is in
downtime. All internal departments and external organizations should be identified to help
the facility understand communication, relationships, and interdependencies. On the
surface, the data is used to communicate when a department is in downtime. Deeper
analysis shows how the department is inter-connected throughout the organization.
Facilities that understand the inter-departmental relationships will be in a better position to
improve operational efficiency and implement strategic growth.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, resources & asset management, communications (internal, external, incident
notifications), and community involvement.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand whom to contact and how the departments are inter-connected.

D. Interview Example(s)
Timely communication is important to ensure that internal and external partners are aware
of downtime. Loss of an essential function may also have an adverse impact on other areas
within the facility.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 72)
Describe significant dependencies or relationships with other departments within the facility or
outside organizations. Who depends on you? This is a “spider web” to help the organization
understand how the departments interact.
Internal Department
Radiology

External Organizations
Primary Care Physicians

Critical
1

Critical
2

Description of Dependencies/Relationship
Imaging

Description of Dependencies/Relationship
Receive patients

How would you rate each dependency/relationship based on priority for the department?
(1 – Critical, 2 – High, 3 – Moderate, 4 – Low)
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VENDORS (ADDITIONAL)
a. Purpose
Identification of vendors who may not be in the vendor database.

b. Relevance
Contact information for any vendors who bypass the normal purchasing process should be
included to ensure all vendors information is accounted for. (There are some managers
who are able to purchase supplies/equipment outside of the normal purchasing process.)
This list will be combined with other “bucket” data to create a comprehensive list of
vendors.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, resources/asset management, pharmaceuticals, inventories, and the 96 hour
grid.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to contact vendors. The information also assists the Logistics Chief in sourcing
specific/specialty materials and/or services.

d. Interview Example(s)
This section should include companies who have not been vetted through the vendor
management program and who provide specific/specialty materials and/or services.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 72)
List any vendors not tracked in the vendor management system. May be specific to the
operation of the department.
Vendor Name

Service Provided

Acme Products

Vending Machines

Primary
Secondary
Contact Info Contact Info

Note: This section was designed to capture vendors not in the vendor management system.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (ADDITIONAL)
a. Purpose
Identification of applications outside of the IT Disaster Recovery plan or unsupported by the
IT Department.

b. Relevance
Contact information for any vendors who are not supported by the IT Department should
be included to ensure their information is available during an event. (There are some
managers who are able to purchase IT applications outside of the normal IT approval
process.) This list will be combined with other “bucket” data to create a comprehensive list
of IT applications. Identified applications should also be considered for inclusion into the IT
DR plan.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, and downtime/
recovery procedures.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand the impact of specialty applications not supported by Information
Technology. Departments may have to work directly with the vendor for support in
downtime.

d. Interview Example(s)
Specialty applications, i.e. credentialing, may be authorized to be on the intranet but not
supported by IT.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 72)
List any Information Technology (IT) applications not covered or supported by IT.
IT Vendor Name

Name of Application

Acme IT

COOP Pro

Primary
Secondary
Contact Info Contact Info

Note: IT Vendor redundancy should be a component of the IT DR plan.
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FACILITIES RELATED NEEDS
a. Purpose
Identification of basic facilities related needs for an alternate care location.

b. Relevance
Understanding basic facilities needs assists leadership in identifying space similar to existing
operations. A comprehensive assessment will assist the Emergency Manager to proactively
identify and develop MOUs for like space.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, resources & asset management, utilities management, alternate care sites, and
the 96 hour grid.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand a department’s facilities related needs. The data collected would also help
the Logistics Chief identify similar spaces which meet department space needs.

d. Interview Example(s)
Relocation of a department from one area to another can be expedited with adequate
knowledge of space requirements and facility needs.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 73)
Describe required facilities-related needs specific to your department. What facilities needs are
required for an alternate care location? Items related to the office environment are not
included – Desks, chairs, computers, phone, and internet connection.
Type

Yes

Comments

Ventilation
HVAC
Negative pressure air
Positive pressure air
Humidity
Plumbed Gases
Medical air
Nitrogen
Nitrous oxide
Oxygen
Suction/Vacuum
Waste
Biohazardous waste
Chemical waste
Pharmaceutical waste
Radiological waste
Other
Back-up power supply
Phone
Potable water
Laundry services
Refrigeration
Network

Tip: Building information management documents can be listed as “bucket” data.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
a. Purpose
Understand special considerations that need to be examined when relocating to an
alternate care location.

b. Relevance
The data collected in this section will assist leadership to understand special considerations
and conduct an expedited assessment of like spaces during an event. The space
requirements matrix allows leadership to quickly sort and assess similar spaces.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, resources/asset management, utilities management, security management,
alternate care sites, and the 96 hour grid.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand any special considerations when discussing alternate care locations. Further
analysis of the data will allow the Planning Chief to understand general space allocation
needs. For example; how many areas require clinical outpatient, clinical inpatient, etc.?

d. Interview Example(s)
Delivery of critical equipment may be delayed if not identified during the relocation to an
alternate care location. (I.e. Pharmaceutical, biomedical, clinical, etc.) Other special
considerations may include: lead lined rooms, security sensitive areas (heightened levels of
security), hazardous waste storage, ante rooms, and clean rooms.
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COOP Segment – (Pg. 73)
Describe any unique processes or special considerations that should be listed in the COOP critical
for operating an alternate care site.
Critical conditions for alternate care site – What facilities requirements did we miss?
o Vehicle access
Deliveries – What supplies/materials are routinely delivered -- i.e. Lab results, records,
food?
o Lab records
Security and Safety – Are there any required security or known safety issues to be
considered?
o None
Other - Other special considerations?
o None
Space Requirements – What type of space requirements best meets your area’s needs?
Type Notes
A
Office for leadership and physicians
C
None

Space Requirements
Type
A
B
C
D
E
F
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Description

Space Requirements

General office environment
Clinical outpatient
Clinical inpatient
Non-clinical ancillary
Clinical or non-clinical specialized
Other (warehouse, etc.)

Desk, phone, intranet connection
Patient exam area and nurse’s work space
Space for bed, med gases, electrical, and nurse’s station
Space for lab, radiology, pharmacy
Specific facility requirements
Specify space needs

POTABLE WATER
a. Purpose
Understand the operational impact of processes requiring potable and emergency water.

b. Relevance
Estimating water utilization requirements during an adverse event will be more effective
with a comprehensive water assessment. This process facilitates a potable water discussion
if not already identified. Critical processes may have to be maintained while other services
are curtailed. Different waterless alternatives should be assessed, documented, and tested.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, resources & asset management, utilities management, water utilization,
laboratory testing, and dialysis.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to how much water is necessary to continue essential functions. Having data on waterless
alternatives would also help the Logistics Chief know how much to order.

d. Interview Example(s)
Dialysis water requirements may exceed stored water capacity and necessitate immediate
relocation of services to an alternate care location.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 74)
List any processes which require potable water. Is it critical to facility operations? (Drinking and
sanitation needs are evaluated separately.) Identify all process/equipment requiring potable
water to operate. How much water is normally used for each process/cycle? Is the
process/equipment critical to operational continuity? How much water is necessary to function
if water availability is restricted? Are there any waterless alternatives?
Processes
Requiring Potable
Water
Flush Eyes

Water Under
Normal Operating
Conditions (gpd)

Critical?
(Y or N)
Y

Water Under
Water
Restriction (gpd)

Waterless
Alternatives?
None

(gpd – gallons per day)
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Do you have an eye wash station, emergency shower, or combination? How many?
Type of Device
Eye wash station
Emergency shower
Combination

Quantity

Location(s)

Essential
(Y/N)

2

Utility Rooms

Y

Comments
None

Note: Personal and sanitation water needs are excluded.
Note: Process form above adapted from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
American Water Works Association. Emergency water supply planning guide for
hospitals and health care facilities. Atlanta: U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services; 2011.
Tip: There may also be other regulatory requirements relating to potable water which should
be identified in the licensing and regulations section.
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LICENSING AND REGULATIONS
a. Purpose
Identify licensing, certification, regulations/standards, or other rules governing the
operations of the area.

b. Relevance
Every area is governed by regulatory requirements with some more specialized than others.
Data collected in this section helps to educate the manager and assist leadership in
understanding specialized requirements during relocation to an alternate care location.
Data can further be analyzed to identify gaps in regulatory compliance.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Ethics, Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, and alternate
care locations.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand the licensing and regulatory impact of the department. It would also be a
consideration in selecting alternate care locations.

d. Interview Example(s)
During an adverse event, ambulatory and business occupancies may not share the same
space. However, during a declared disaster, spaces may be comingled, altered, or relocated
with proper authorization.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 74)
Describe any required licensing, certifications, regulations/standards. Are there any licenses that
need to be inspected after an event, for example, fire/life safety?
Licensing
o
Certifications
o
Regulations/Standards
o Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Other
o None
Tip: Corporate compliance is responsible for oversight of all regulations and should be a
partner in the COOP process.
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ALTERNATE WORK LOCATIONS
a. Purpose
Identify internal/external primary and undesignated locations for an alternate work
location.

b. Relevance
Identification of alternate work locations facilitates timely relocation during an adverse
event. If a designated primary location has not been identified, undesignated locations
provide a starting point for decision-making. Some services may be curtailed to include
other area essential functions into operations.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, alternate care locations, and evacuation.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to assist in the relocation of essential functions to alternate work locations.

d. Interview Example(s)
Ambulatory services may be relocated to other ambulatory/acute care sites and/or scaled
back as appropriate.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 75)
Describe plans for an internal and external alternate care location. Is remote work an option?
o
Internal to the Facility/System
Designated Primary
Undesignated
Alternate Location Alternate Location

External to the Facility/System
Designated Primary
Undesignated
Alternate Location Alternate Location

Overflow

None

Urgent Care

None

If there are no designated internal or external primary locations, where could the
department/site is moved to?
Tip: Care must be taken to ensure that departments are not designating the same space and
that designated spaces are appropriate according to regulations.
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ALTERNATIVE REGIONAL RESOURCES
a. Purpose
Identify alternate regional resources for specialized services in which there are limited
providers, resources, or comparable programs.

b. Relevance
The location of a healthcare facility and/or availability of specialized services may require
patients to travel extended distances for the same level of care. Having contact information
and a plan ensures continuity of care.

c. Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery
procedures, and alternate care locations.
Connection to Incident Command: The Incident Command team would use this information
to understand the need for specialized resources which may be limited in the service area.

d. Interview Example(s)
Availability of highly specialized pediatric care programs within the region.

COOP Segment – (Pg. 75)
Are there alternative resources within the region that can assist with continuation of patient
care or department Essential Functions?
Facility Name

Location

Primary
Contact Info

Secondary
Contact Info

Not Applicable
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FORMS
Forms - Example list of forms to supplement the Operational Profile/EOP
Written Downtime Procedures – Information Technology (Form A)
o Written Downtime and Recovery Procedures for the Department
Written Downtime Procedures – Utilities (Form B)
o Written Downtime and Recovery Procedures for the Department
Written Downtime Procedures – Patient Care Related Processes (Form C)
o Written Downtime and Recovery Procedures for the Department
Emergency Management Code Response (Form D)
o Emergency Management Code Response for the Department
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FORM A – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DOWNTIME PROCEDURES
Information Technology Applications
Application:

Critical Rating:

Downtime Procedures

Recovery Procedures

Resources

Quantity
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COOP Form A
COOP Critical Rating System
Rating
1
2
3
4

Impact
Severe – Inability to proceed with normal operations, may result in decreased operations including patient rescheduling or loss of
service
Major – Substantial impact to operations will require implementation of downtime procedures and significant recovery processes.
Minor – Some impact to operations may use other applications for a short period of time.
Minimal – No impact to operations, can sustain with other processes

Purpose
Identify critical Information Technology (IT) applications that require downtime procedures. Recovery procedures are important as they
ensure consistency and efficiency during the recovery process.

Relevance
This form assists managers with staff training and protocols for downtime procedures. Competencies could be developed and attached if
appropriate.

Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime and recovery procedures, alternate care locations, and IT
disaster recovery.

Interview Example(s)
What does IT downtime mean to my department?
Note: Departments may have multiple applications, rated by either the IT Disaster Recovery plan and/or the Department. The facility
should determine which applications require downtime procedures. For the purposes of this form, only critical applications were
included to minimize the initial COOP workload of the department manager.
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FORM B – UTILITIES DOWNTIME PROCEDURES
Downtime Procedures – Utilities Related Systems
System Failure

Downtime Procedures (include staffing, processes, etc.)
What essential equipment would be impacted?

Recovery Procedures

Failure Point
(0 Min – 90 Days)

Electrical – Generator(s)
work
Electrical – No generator(s)
Flood
Natural gas
Telephones
Water (potable)
Water leak
Water (non-potable)
Temperature monitoring
Elevator out of service
Fire alarm/Fire sprinkler
Natural gas leak
Sewer stoppage
Storm sewer
Ventilation systems (HVAC)
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COOP Form B
Purpose
Identify utilities related downtime procedures. Recovery procedures are important to ensure consistency and efficiency during the recovery
process.

Relevance
This form assists managers with staff training and protocols for downtime procedures. Competencies could be developed and attached if
appropriate.

Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS, downtime/recovery procedures, alternate care locations, utility failure
grids, and 96 hour grid.
Connection to Incident Command: Identification of failure points for each utility will assist the Incident Commander understand the
operational impact.

Interview Example(s)
What does utilities downtime mean to my department? What is the failure point (time) for the utility downtime?
Note: Failure Point data should be kept separate from the Facilities Operations department infrastructure assessment. Data collected is
used by the Incident Commander to understand the facility operational impact, whereas, the Facility Operations department
assessment should be based on infrastructure, not department needs.
Note: A two tier system was designed to assist the Emergency Manager in prioritizing completion of the downtime procedures. Only
utilities related systems requiring downtime procedures should be completed.
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FORM C – PATIENT CARE RELATED PROCESSES
Downtime Procedures – Patient Care Related Processes
System Failure

Downtime Procedures (include staffing, processes, etc.)
What essential equipment would be impacted?

Recovery Procedures

Failure Point
(0 Min – 90 Days)

Staffing
Supplies
Medical equipment
Other
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COOP Form C
Purpose
Identify patient care related downtime procedures. Recovery procedures are important to ensure consistency and efficiency during the
recovery process.

Relevance
This form assists managers with staff training and protocols for downtime procedures. Competencies could be developed and attached if
appropriate.

Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS and downtime/recovery procedures, alternate care locations, utility
failure grids, and 96 hour grid.
Connection to Incident Command: Identification of failure points for each utility will assist the Incident Commander understand the
operational impact.

Interview Example(s)
What does patient care related downtime mean to my Department? Are there other downtime procedures necessary in your area?
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FORM D – EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT CODE RESPONSE
Code
Active Shooter
Bomb Threat
Chemical Spill
Evacuation
Fire Alarm
Infant Abduction
Mass Casualty Incident
Medical Emergency
Missing Child
Tornado Watch/ Warning
Tornado Response Plan
Security Assist

Notification

Activation

Response
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COOP Form D
Purpose
Identify the notification, activation, and response within the Department for each Emergency Management code.

Relevance
This form assists managers with staff training and protocols for emergency response. Competencies could be developed and attached if
appropriate.

Connection to the EOP and/or Incident Command
Connection to the EOP: Incident Command decision-making – NIMS and downtime/recovery procedures, alternate care locations, and
emergency code response.

Interview Example(s)
What is your area’s response to an Emergency Management code?

Tip: Some states are moving towards clear text (plain language) terminology. Clear text means dropping the code and replacing with clear
text. For example “Code Red – location” would translate to “Fire Alarm – location”. Your response does not change, just the wording.
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APPENDIX A – SAMPLE SCENARIO AND INCIDENT COMMAND RESPONSE
Scenario: Responding to a complaint relating to your facility, Public Health finds black mold behind several exterior walls. An order to
evacuate the building was issued along with a no entry order. The building houses many of your support operations.
Sample questions the Incident Commander may ask

OPT location

What department(s) are in the building?
What is the scope of the affected areas?
What are the hours of operations for each area?
If key leadership staff are missing, who takes charge?
If key leadership staff are missing, who can approve payroll?
Which department is the most critical to open?
What is the minimal level of service and staffing needed?
How many staff are impacted?
How are patients scheduled?
Are there any risks that have been identified?
What are the buildings vulnerabilities?
Are all legal documents backed up?
Who needs to know if an area is not operating?
How are contract vendors notified?
Are there vendors not on the vendor list?
What medical equipment may be impacted?
What IT applications are critical?
Are there applications not supported by IT?
What space needs are required if relocation is necessary?
Where can I find a copy of the blueprints?
Are there any critical deliveries?
Can water utilization be restricted?
Are there any licensing or regulations issues?
Where can departments relocate to?
Where can we relocate our specialized services to?
What supplies are necessary to stock an alternate care site?
How do we communicate to our staff and customers?

Demographics
Process/Services
Hours of Operations
Orders of Succession
Delegations of Authority
Essential Functions
Minimum Level of Service and Staffing
Staffing
Patient Scheduling
Risk - Other Organizational Identified Risks
Risk - Vital Records
Dependencies/Relationships

Bucket Data Location

HR Employee Listing

CHVA
HR Vital Records
Vendor List

Vendors (Additional)
Biomedical Equipment List
IT DR
Information Technology (Additional)
Facilities Related Needs
Building Information Management
Special Considerations
Potable Water
Licensing and Regulations
Alternate Work Locations
Alternate Regional Resources
Dependencies/Relationships

Par Levels
Interoperable Communications
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ACRONYMS
BCP

Business Continuity Planning

BIA

Business Impact Analysis

CHVA

Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment

COG

Continuity of Government

COOP

Continuity of Operations

DP

Diversion Point

EOC

Emergency Operations Center

EOP

Emergency Operations Plan

FP

Failure Point

HCC

Healthcare Coalition

HSEEP

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

IT

Information Technology

IT DR

Information Technology Disaster Recovery

JRA

Joint Risk Assessment

MD

Medical Doctor

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NIMS

National incident Management System

OPT
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RN

Registered Nurse
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Operational Profile Form - Sample
Name of Department(s):

Revision Date:

Department Number(s):

Creation Date:

Approved By:

EM Approved:

Reviewed By:
Location(s)

Building

Floor(s)

A. Process/Services
Provide an overview of the department/site function.
o
B. Hours of Operation
What hours are you regularly staffed? What are your on-call hours? Which days of the
week are you closed for business? Which observed holiday(s) are you closed for business?
Provide a list of all operational hours including on call.
o
C. Orders of Succession
To whom (leadership position title) do you report to? To whom does that position report to?
Etc. Does the position receiving the authority have competencies completed? Are there any
critical responsibilities that should be noted?
From - Leadership
Position (Title)
Director of EM

To - Successor (Title)
Emergency Manager

Competency
Responsibilities
Required?
Y
None

Notes:
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D. Delegations of Authority
Are there any critical authorizations necessary for the operation of the department? What
are they and who is next in line to approve? Authorizations must be within the scope of
practice. Does the position receiving the authority have competencies completed?
Position(s) Receiving
Authority

Authorizations

Competency
Required?

Notes:

E. Essential Function(s)
What is the main role(s) of the department? Why does your department exist? What is your
main function? Visualize your department as the title of a book. What are the chapters
(functions) that all processes would fall under? The function is a sum of the processes.

Essential Function

Time

Risk

Infrastructure

Function

(0 Min – 90 Days)
Failure
Diversion
Point (FP) Point (DP)

(1 High – 4 Low)
Senior
Dept
Lead.

(1 High – 4 Low)
Fac.
Senior
Ops
Lead.

(1 High – 4 Low)

Priority

Notes (Explanation, if necessary, for the ratings noted above)
FP DP -

F. Minimum Acceptable Level of Service and Staffing
Describe the minimum (reasonable) acceptable level of service to be provided during a
building system downtime. In order to operate, what are the minimal services that are
needed? What services must you provide? What processes need to be in place in order to
meet the minimum needs of the patient population?
 Minimum Level of Service
o
What are the minimum hours of operation you need in order to safely run your department?
What is your longest procedure? Are on-call hours are required?
 Minimum Hours of Operation
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o
Within your department, who is in your budget? What is the minimum number of staff you
need to operate? Would you have to increase staff in the event of downtime? Outside of
your department, what additional staff are routine to operate your department? Do you
have a staffing ratio for nursing positions?
 Staffing

Title

Total
Staffing

Minimum
Essential
Staff

Normal Ratio

Emergent Ratio

Staff

Staff

Patient

Patient

Department Staff

Non-Department Essential Staff (Staff required to be on hand in order to function.)

Contracted Essential Staff (Do you have any contracted staff not listed above?)

Volunteer Staff (Do you need Volunteer staff who assist with the Essential Functions?)








Total staffing is based on total budgeted employees. Round up for part time.
Minimum Number of Staffing based on an 8 hour shift.
Assumption that normal clinical staffing ratio will be returned after 72 hours.
Alternate Care Site location and patient acuity may impact clinical ratios.
Some department may increase minimum essential staffing in an adverse event.

Additional Downtime Staffing Needs and Availability
Do you need additional clinical or non-clinical staff to support your downtime
operations? How many staff will be needed? What do you want them to do? Do they
have need to have any special qualifications? How critical are they to maintaining your
essential functions? If you need additional staff, give an estimate of how many.

# Non Role
#Clinical Clinical
Registered Nurse
2

Special
Qualifications
RN

Critical
(1-3)
1
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Rating
1
2
3

Operational Impact
Critical - Immediate impact to operations and essential functions
Medium impact to operations, may increase operational impact > 4 hours
Low impact to operations, can continue with minimal disruption

Do you have clinical or non-clinical staff that can be reallocated to support other
departments’ downtime operations? If you don’t need staff, how many staff members could
you give up? Can the staff be used as runners? The goal is to reallocate available staff based
upon need before sending home at a minimum of 50%.
# Non Notes (Any special qualifications?)
#Clinical Clinical
Registered Nurse
2


Staffing availability based on current staffing level

G. Patient Scheduling
Describe how the department/site schedules, cancels, and reschedules patient appointments. Who
schedules? Is everything scheduled in an electronic scheduling system?

o
H. Risk Description
Describe the impact to the patient, department, or system of your department not operating? What
does this mean if you are no longer operating? What within your department could significantly
impact your operations? What within your department will shut you down? Any processes,
equipment, supply, or operations. What do you know that no one else knows? What don’t you have
a backup plan for? Examples: MRI – only one, key drug – one supplier, human error – uncooked
food, utilities – fire extinguishing system.



Impact to the Patient, Department, or System
o
Department Process Driven Risk Assessment

Risk

Risk Assessment
Plan in
What is the plan? Do you have any agreements?
Place?

o Flood, fire, staffing, etc., are rated on the CHVA
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Legal Agreements Not in ETracts (electronic legal document tracking system).

Do you have any legal agreements or important documents affecting operations that are not
backed up? (Includes Memorandums of Understanding – MOU)

Location of Vital Record

Description



Other Organizational Identified Risks
What other organizational risks are not listed? I.e. Communications plans, etc.
o

I. Dependencies/Relationships
Describe significant dependencies or relationships with other departments within CHCO or
outside organizations. Who depends on you? This is a “spider web” to help the organization
understand how the departments interact.
Internal Department

Critical

Description of Dependencies/Relationship

External Organizations

Critical

Description of Dependencies/Relationship

How would you rate each dependency/relationship based on priority for the department? (1
– Critical, 2 – High, 3 – Moderate, 4 – Low)
J. Vendors (Additional)
List any vendors not tracked in the vendor management system. May be specific to the operation of
the department.

Vendor Name

Service Provided

Primary
Secondary
Contact Info Contact Info

K. Information Technology (Additional)
List any Information Technology (IT) applications not covered or supported by IT.

IT Vendor Name

Name of Application

Primary
Secondary
Contact Info Contact Info
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L. Facilities Related Needs
Describe required facilities-related needs specific to your department. What facilities needs are
required for an alternate care location? Items related to the office environment are not

included – desks, chairs, computers, phone, and internet connection.
Type

Yes

Comments

Ventilation
HVAC
Negative pressure air
Positive pressure air
Humidity
Plumbed Gases
Medical air
Nitrogen
Nitrous oxide
Oxygen
Suction/Vacuum
Waste
Biohazardous waste
Chemical waste
Pharmaceutical waste
Radiological waste
Other
Back-up power supply
Phone
Potable water
Laundry services
Refrigeration
Network

M. Special Considerations
Describe any unique processes or special considerations that should be listed in the COOP
critical for operating an alternate care site.
 Critical Conditions for alternate care site – What facilities requirements did we miss?
o
 Deliveries – What supplies/materials are routinely delivered -- I.e. Lab results, records,
and food?
o
 Security and Safety – Are there any required security or known safety issues to be
considered?
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Type

o
Other – Other special considerations?
o
Space Requirements – What type of space requirements best meets your area’s needs?
Notes

N. Potable Water
List any processes which require potable water. Is it critical to facility operations? (Drinking and
sanitation needs are evaluated separately.) Identify all process/equipment requiring potable water
to operate. How much water is normally used for each process/cycle? Is the process/equipment
critical to operational continuity? How much water is necessary to function if water availability is
restricted? Are there any waterless alternatives?

Processes
Requiring Potable
Water

Water Under
Normal Operating
Conditions (gpd)

Critical?
(Y or N)

Water Under
Water Restriction
(gpd)

Waterless
Alternatives?

(gpd – gallons per day)
Do you have an eye wash station, emergency shower, or combination? How many?
Type of Device

Quantity

Location(s)

Essential
(Y/N)

Comments

Eye wash
Emergency shower
Combination

O. Licensing and Regulations
Describe any required licensing, certifications, regulations/standards. Are there any licenses
that need to be inspected after an event, for example, fire/life safety?
 Licensing
o
 Certifications
o
 Regulations/Standards
o
 Other
o
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P. Alternate Work Location(s)
Describe plans for an internal and external alternate care location. Is remote work an
option? If there are no designated internal or external primary locations, where could the
department/site be moved to?
Internal to the Facility/System
Designated Primary
Undesignated
Alternate Location
Alternate Location

External to the Facility/System
Designated Primary
Undesignated
Alternate Location
Alternate Location

Are there alternative resources within the region that can assist with continuation of patient
care or department Essential Functions?
Facility Name
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Location

Primary
Contact Info

Secondary
Contact Info

EXAMPLE APPENDICES
Appendices - Example list of “bucket” (supporting/existing) data which may be included as part
of a COOP plan.
Organizational Structure (Appendix A)
o Organizational structure from Human Resources
Vital Records and Databases – (Employee Listing) (Appendix B)
o List of employees by leadership, department, and position
Vital Records and Databases – Legal Agreements/MOUs (Appendix C)
o List of agreements in Legal Services
Vital Records and Databases - Information Technology Applications (Appendix D)
o List of all applications supported by Information Technology
Vital Records and Databases - Vendor Roster (Appendix E)
o List of all vendors in Materials Management
Vital Records and Databases - Item Master List (Appendix F)
o List of items in master listing in Materials Management
Vital Records and Databases - Materials Purchased List (Appendix G)
o List of everything purchased in the last year through Materials Management
Vital Records and Databases – Par levels (Appendix H)
o List of required equipment in order for the department to operate
Vital Systems and Equipment - Biomedical Equipment List (Appendix I)
o List of all Biomedical Equipment
Vital Systems and Equipment - Facilities Equipment List (Appendix J)
o List of Equipment Supported by Facilities Operations
Vital Systems and Equipment - Building Information Management – (Appendix K)
o Building Information Blueprints and Department Specifications
Community Hazard Vulnerability Assessment (Appendix L)
o Summary of top Organizational Risks
Downtime Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines (Appendix M)
o List of Downtime Policies, Procedures and Guidelines
Interoperable Communications (Appendix N)
o List of Communication Methods
Downtime Forms (Appendix O)
o List of Downtime Forms
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